Investigation of closure of internal cracks during rolling by FE model considering crack surface roughness
Introduction
Internal cracks often occur in continuous cast slabs ( Fig. 1) due to local non-uniform deformation, shrinkage, etc [1-3]. These cracks must be closed in the subsequent hot rolling process to ensure high quality of the product. If the cracks are not closed and healed in the hot rolling process, their behavior during subsequent processes may have an adverse impact on the product, resulting in the rejection of the product. If the cracks go undetected, there is potential for a significant risk. In the rolling process, there are some favorable factors which promote crack closure and healing. The hot rolling temperature ranges from 1000°C to 1200°C (0.6~0.8 of the melting temperature). In this temperature range, the atoms have great ability to migrate and the energy of crack surfaces is large, which improves the tendency for crack healing.
The behavior of cracks in materials under large plastic deformation has been investigated using 
Numerical simulation
In this study, we have assumed that the cracks occur in the plate center, as has been commonly observed in continuous slabs 
where, W D is the roughness depth, W L is roughness wavelength, and W D =AW L , A is a factor coefficient. . In the rolling process, the temperature is set at 1150°C. The change in the plate temperature is neglected in the calculation of the yield stress of the plate.
Because crack closure is mainly a surface phenomenon, a two-dimensional analysis assuming a plane stress state is usually adequate to simulate the onset of crack closure. Two-dimensional geometrical models of the plate with an internal crack before rolling are established with the above parameters and computational meshes with quadrilateral elements of plane strain formulation were created on the platform of LS-DYNA. 
Figures 4(a) to 4(d)
show the evolution of crack shapes and the equivalent strain distribution in the internal crack region at different cross sections in the rolling deformation zone when the reduction ratio is 30%. When the crack enters the rolling deformation zone (Fig. 4(a) ), the peaks of the crack surface first make contact, the crack develops into many smaller voids. With progressive movement to positions "b" and "c", the size of the voids in the wave troughs gradually decreases until they are eventually eliminated. After rolling, there still are small voids in the sample at the wave peaks owing to insufficient rolling reduction, and the residual void size is about 1.6 μm. In the rolling deformation zone, the equivalent strain in a plate without any defect is relatively uniform. However, as seen in Fig. 4 , the initial presence of the crack renders the equivalent strain in the rolling deformation zone non-uniform. The equivalent strain reaches 2.1 around the crack roughness peaks, and it is zero in the vicinity of the roughness troughs. With movement of crack from "a" to "c", the maximum value of equivalent strain gradually increases.
From "c" to "d", the change of equivalent strain distribution is negligible. When the reduction ratio is 20%, there are many voids peak zones after rolling. With higher reduction ratio, the number of residual voids decreases after rolling. When the reduction ratio is 50%, the crack appears to be completely healed as shown in Fig. 5 (c) . The change in size of the residual voids after rolling is shown in Fig. 5(d) . The higher the rolling reduction ratio, the higher the maximum equivalent strains. The maximum equivalent strain is 2.4 when the reduction ratio is 20%, while 2.8 for 30% and 3.4 for 50%. 6 shows the characteristic features of internal cracks when the reduction ratio is 20% for various assumed initial crack depth values. When the initial crack roughness depth is 1 μm, the crack closes well after rolling and it is very difficult to find traces of residual voids, as shown in Fig. 6 (a) . When the roughness depth is 4 μm, a few voids are revealed in the workpiece after rolling. However, when the initial crack roughness is 24 μm, the crack does not close well; there are many large residual voids, as shown in Fig. 6 (c) . From these simulated results, it can be concluded that the number and size of residual voids in workpiece after rolling increases with the crack surface roughness, as shown in Fig. 6 (d) . During the rolling process, the equivalent strain around the cracks increases with the crack wave depth. When the crack wave depth is 1 μm, the maximum equivalent strain is 0.45. And when the crack wave depth increases to 24 μm, the maximum equivalent strain reaches 2.4. The surface roughness of the preset crack is Ra1.6. When the reduction ratio is 5%, the crack surfaces do not contact each other, which keep the initial crack surface conditions, as shown in Fig.   7(a) . When the reduction ratio is 20%, there are many residual voids at the preset crack location, as shown in Fig.7 (b) . The size of residual voids is in the range of 1.6 μm to 2 μm. This experimental observation agrees well with the simulation result corresponding to an initial crack roughness depth of 4 μm and 24 μm, as shown in Fig. 6 (b) and (c) . The size of residual voids is about 1.2 μm for the model with initial crack roughness depth 4 μm, and 2.2 μm for the model with initial crack roughness depth 24 μm. However, there are no residual voids in Fig. 6 (a) in which the initial crack roughness depth is only 1 μm. When the reduction ratio is 50%, it is difficult to notice any residual voids as shown in Fig. 7(c) , indicating in good agreement with the simulation result in Fig. 5 (c) . Table 1 . Voids of such shapes undergo closure under certain reduction ratios. Deng et al [1] found that a rectangular crack closed well when the reduction ratio is larger than 13.9% for 140 mm thick ultra-heavy plates. Zhang et al [34] found that the threshold value of the rolling reduction ratio is 15.8% to ensure closure of rectangular-shape cracks in 400 mm thick continuous slabs. . However, it is obvious that they cannot explain the appearance of residual voids in samples when the reduction ratio is 20% as shown in Fig. 7 (b) . As shown in Fig.   1 and Fig. 7 (a) , the surface of the actual cracks is rough. This will directly affect the residual void size and distribution. The crack will close well without residual voids when the crack surface has a small roughness as shown in Fig. 6(a) . When the crack surface roughness depth increases to 4 μm or 24 μm, the simulated results can be used to explain the phenomenon of residual voids after rolling. The newly proposed model is more comprehensive and will overcome the shortcomings of the models listed in Table 1 . In this paper, our models focus on the effect of crack surface roughness. During rolling deformation, healing is initiated by the roughness peaks on opposite sides of the crack surface coming into contact. The internal crack thus assumes the form of many voids separated by contacts between the roughness peaks. In the rolling deformation zone, both compressive deformation and shear deformation occur in plates. It is very difficult to control a local zone deformation, which is accompanied by complex crack roughness peak movement. Fig. 8 shows possible alternative steps in peak movement mechanisms. Fig. 8 (a) shows a movement of the deformed peaks towards the left, and Fig. 8(b) shows a movement towards the right. When the roughness peaks come into contact with each other, two kinds of voids are formed at positions P 1 and P 2 in Fig. 8 (a) . With higher deformation, the void P 2 gradually decreases (Fig. 4(b) ). When the reduction ratio is larger than 20%, the voids at P 2 closes well, as is also shown in Fig. 5 .
However, the voids in the P 1 positions resist closure. In Fig. 8 (c) the roughness peaks move towards each other, while in Fig. 8(d) the roughness peaks move in away from each other.
Movement such as in Fig. 8 (c) is conductive to void closure. However, for the case in Fig. 8 (d) , such peak movement may result in larger residual voids in the workpiece after rolling, as indicated by 'P 3 '. Because in any actual rolling process, the four mechanisms may occur simultaneously, the voids could be non-uniformly distributed in the workpiece during rolling process. The strain change during rolling in the deformation zone is shown in Fig. 9 . After rolling, the maximum strain appears in the wave trough zone for both 20% and 30% reduction ratios. The mean value of the strain when the reduction ratio is 20% is less than that for the 30% reduction ratio. When the reduction ratio is 20%, the minimum strain appears at 'P10', where there is still a void after rolling, as shown in Fig. 5 (a) . When the reduction ratio is 30%, the strains at P1, P8
and P9 are less than that at other positions. These strain levels are less than 0.6, which may explain why some small voids persist in the workpiece after rolling, as shown in Fig. 5 (b) . It is also seen that the strain near the peak of the roughness profile is less than that near the trough. In addition, the strain in the trough region is still non-uniform. The large difference in strain at P5
and P6 may result in residual voids in the trough zone. Fig. 7 (b) , such shape change mainly occurs after rolling. In comparison to a workpiece without defects, the residual voids generate a free energy delta of the system in the material. Based on the minimum energy principle, to seek a way to make free energy reduced is useful for void elimination in the system. In addition, owing to the stress gradient around the residual voids and the high temperature of the samples, voids of randomly generated shapes ( Fig. 6(c) ) will transform into small circular voids through the surface source mechanism, interface source mechanism, and creep mechanism [36-38], as shown in Fig. 7 (b) . The transformation of the void shape enables effective crack healing. In addition, there are some other factors that might affect the crack closure and healing such as strain rate [39] , which is related to the rolling speed. As seen in Ref.
[39], with a decreasing strain rate, the crack healing condition improves greatly.
Conclusions
(1) An FE rolling model for internal crack closure is presented, with consideration of the effect of crack surface roughness on the healing process. The simulation results compare well with experimental results.
(2) There appear to be four kinds of relative motions of the roughness peaks during the plastic deformation process. Consideration of the crack surface roughness allows formulation of a better explanation of residual voids in the workpiece after rolling.
(3) In the rolling process, most of the voids reside in the vicinity of peaks and troughs of the roughness elements. Greater crack surface roughness results in a greater number of residual voids in the workpiece after rolling. In addition, the cracks close better with increasing rolling reduction ratio.
